Economic Crises1

Throughout the semester, we will examine numerous economic crises where economies were
exposed to relatively sudden drops in output or increases in unemployment. There are many
different sources of economic crises. Most, however, originate in the banking or financial sectors.
As a result, Central Banks are often key players in the management of the crisis, and sometimes
its origin. These notes will provide some general background on two types of economic crises,
credit crises and currency crises.
Credit Crises
In modern economies, much economic activity is fueled by credit. Our focus is mostly on
secured credit where the borrower must put up some form of collateral in order to obtain loans.
This excludes some forms of credit that are usually unsecured such as credit card and student
loan debt. Examples of secured credit include:
i. Asset Backed Commercial Paper. Many large firms issue secured debt in the form of asset
backed commercial paper. This is short term debt, sold in financial markets, that many firms
use to obtain cash in order to fuel their operations. Issuing ABCP is not generally a signal
of an unhealthy firm, highly profitable firms often issue it. This debt is backed by the firm’s
underlying assets. The following chart shows outstanding asset backed commercial paper since
2002.
Figure 1: U.S. Asset Backed Commercial Paper
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ii. Corporate Bonds. Firms also issue longer term debt through bond issues. Corporate debt
issues are typically assigned a rating from a credit rating agency. The less risky the debt, the
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Figure 2: U.S. Non-Financial Corporate Debt
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higher the grade, and the lower the associated bond yield (the interest rate paid on the debt.)
Corporate debt is an important driver of investment, the element of GDP that most drives
the business cycle. If it becomes harder or costlier to issue debt, investment may suffer.
Aggregate access to credit is importantly linked to macroeconomic conditions. If credit
markets are worried about a recession, then they are also worried about the financial health of
the average firms seeking to issue debt (because most, but not all, firms tend to perform worse
during recessions). It will thus become harder to issue debt, requiring either a higher yield, or
in extreme cases, it may be impossible to find a buyer at all.
We will see in some case studies that monetary policy may also affect access to private credit
markets. For all corporate debt, we can think of the associated interest rate as the sum of a
risk free interest rate (the interest rate if there was no chance of the firm not paying its debt
pack) and a risk premium that compensates lenders for the risk of default. Monetary policy can
impact this risk free rate thus affecting the price of issuing debt. Likewise, if monetary policy
successfully stabilizes the economy, then it may also reduce macroeconomic risk and thus lower
isk premiums and increase access to credit.
iii. Mortgage Debt. Mortgages are secured by the property associated with the loan. The vast
majority of residential housing is purchased through a mortgage.
iv. Other examples including car loans, small business loans, etc.
We will consider a few examples that illustrate how the role of credit can lead to an economic
crisis. First, suppose that something causes a reduction in the price of assets that are used as
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Figure 3: U.S. Mortgage Debt
Mortgage Debt Outstanding, All holders
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collateral. This has happened many times. The decline in housing prices prior to the Financial
Crisis of 2008 limited the ability of homeowners to borrow against the equity in their homes.
Stock price declines (another common feature of economic crises) reduce the worth of firms
and limit their ability to borrow. In extreme cases, firms that are no longer able to issue short
term debt such as asset backed commercial paper lack the ability to obtain the liquidity that
they need to continue in operation. In this case, they will go bankrupt unless a government
intervenes to bail them out.
When asset prices decline, there are two effects to consider. First, lower asset prices have
an adverse wealth affect. Households spend less when their homes are not as valuable. Second,
lower asset prices may trigger reduced access to credit that then further reduces investment
and consumption. Importantly, there is feedback between the two effects. The first causes the
second and vice-versa. The existence of secured credit is said to act as a financial accelerator
making the business cycle more severe.
A second example of a credit crisis is debt-deflation. Recall from your other Macroeconomics
Courses that reductions in aggregate demand reduce prices in the short run. Also note that
most debt is not indexed to inflation. As a result, when deflation occurs, any dollar amount
of debt becomes greater in terms of purchasing power. This can lead to a deflationary spiral.
Suppose that aggregate demand is reduced. Lower prices then increase the real value of debt.
This puts an additional burden on debtors which then makes default more likely (resulting in
higher interest rates) and limits their access to additional debt. This leads to reduced aggregate
demand by discouraging consumption and investment. This further reduces prices and then
the cycle continues.
Debt-deflation will be a theme throughout the case studies we examine. Trying to prevent it
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(although the theory was not yet even semi-formalized) was instrumental in the establishment
of the Federal Reserve in 1913. It was a major component of the Great Depression and a milder
form has flummoxed the Bank of Japan in recent decades. Then Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben “The Hammer” Bernanke discussed debt-deflation in 2002.2 .
Although deflation and the zero bound on nominal interest rates create a significant problem for those seeking to borrow, they impose an even greater burden on
households and firms that had accumulated substantial debt before the onset of the
deflation. This burden arises because, even if debtors are able to refinance their
existing obligations at low nominal interest rates, with prices falling they must still
repay the principal in dollars of increasing (perhaps rapidly increasing) real value.
When William Jennings Bryan made his famous ”cross of gold” speech in his 1896
presidential campaign, he was speaking on behalf of heavily mortgaged farmers
whose debt burdens were growing ever larger in real terms, the result of a sustained
deflation that followed America’s post-Civil-War return to the gold standard.4 The
financial distress of debtors can, in turn, increase the fragility of the nation’s financial system–for example, by leading to a rapid increase in the share of bank
loans that are delinquent or in default. Japan in recent years has certainly faced
the problem of ”debt-deflation”–the deflation-induced, ever-increasing real value of
debts. Closer to home, massive financial problems, including defaults, bankruptcies,
and bank failures, were endemic in America’s worst encounter with deflation, in the
years 1930-33–a period in which (as I mentioned) the U.S. price level fell about 10
percent per year.
Currency Crises
Currency crises occurred when economies used a commodity standard but the monetary authority did not possess enough of that commodity to defend the standard. In modern economies,
however, currency crises are problematic for fixed exchange rate regimes and we will focus on
this case. Recall that with a fixed exchange rate, the monetary authority commits to exchanging the domestic currency for a foreign currency at the exchange rate. This requires that they
hold sufficient foreign assets as reserves to defend the exchange rate. This is one reason why
countries such as Chine hold vast quantities of United States Treasury Bonds.
2
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A currency crisis occurs when the monetary authority does not have enough reserves to
defend its exchange rate. Open economy macroeconomists are not nearly as smart, kind, or
handsome as their closed economy counterparts. As a result, we do not have a great understanding of why currency crises occur when they do. We can, however, identify three factors
that contribute to their occurrence.
1. Fundamental factors. Suppose an economy with a fixed exchange rate enters a recession.
Because recession implies a general slowdown in economic activity, the demand for the economy’s currency decrease. Absent a peg, the currency would then depreciate because of reduced
demand. The monetary authority must then act more forcefully to defend the peg, increasing
the odds that it will lack the reserves to successfully do so.
That recessions make currency crises more likely is important. Currency crises usually occur
when the economy is already struggling. They thus often make recessions much worse.3
2. Self-Fulfilling Prophecies. Suppose that everyone suddenly, for some reason, decides that a
country is headed for a currency crisis. Because this implies that a devaluation of the currency
is upcoming, holders of the domestic currency will expect to lose wealth relative to foreign
assets. They thus rationally seek to exchange their domestic assets for foreign ones, placing
pressure on the peg. If this pressure is sufficient, a currency crises may then occur, Regardless
of why people expected the crises, it is in retrospect a rational belief.
3. Speculative Attacks. If a peg is perceived to be vulnerable, an opportunity exists to profit
off of a devaluation. Consider a simple example. I hold $100 billion Chinese Yuan and I
conduct most of my operations in China (so I am mostly concerned about maximizing my
assets measured in Chinese currency). I then exchange all of my Yuan for U.S. dollars. If
the Chinese Central Bank does not have adequate reserves, it may then have no choice but to
revalue its currency so that a Yuan buys fewer dollars. I can then re-exchange my dollars for
more Yuan than I started with. Profit.
If the monetary authority cannot defend its peg, it will have little choice but to either
abandon its peg or devalue its currency. This can have severe adverse effects. Historically, in
many small open economies, domestic firms collect revenues primarily in the domestic currency,
but borrow in foreign currency.4 During a currency crisis, domestic firms thus see an increase in
their debts (converted to the domestic currency) without an offsetting increase in their revenues.
3
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Currency crises may thus trigger failures of domestic firms that are sufficiently leveraged. This
obviously may have severe macroeconomic effects.
Sovereign Debt Crises
Many governments borrow, usually issuing new debt (usually through bonds) in order to
pay maturing debt, a process known as rolling over the debt. When a government is unable to
borrow further (due to markets being afraid of default), a sovereign debt crisis occurs. Here,
the government must default on its debt, or reduce its spending or raise its taxes in order to
make up for its inability to finance its spending through deficits. In the former case, this harms
the holders of the government debt and can produce adverse credit effects like those discussed
earlier. In the latter two cases, this constitutes a reduction in aggregate demand.
In the case studies we will look at, sovereign debt will be, at most, a supporting player. But
it is important to note that sovereign debt crises, credit crises, and currency crises all share
similar relationships with economic recessions. In all three cases, crises are more likely when
recessions occur (tax revenues go down during recessions making sovereign debt crises more
likely), and each type of crisis makes recessions both more likely and more severe. An economy
can thus have the misfortune of having a double or triple crisis.
The 1994 Tequila Crisis
We will study the Asian Financial Crisis, a series of currency and related crises in the 1990s,
in depth later this semester. Now, we will briefly discuss Mexico’s 1994 currency crisis. We
begin by noting the severe decline in Mexican GDP in 1994.
Figure 4: Mexican Real GDP
Gross Domestic Product for Mexico
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Mexico had just joined the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The Bank of
Mexico was pursuing a monetary policy that fixed the peso/$ exchange rate within a band where
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about 3.3 pesos purchased one U.S. dollar. This rate overvalued the peso. An overvalued peso
benefited Mexican consumers who could purchase imports at a cheaper price. It disadvantaged
Mexican producers. Mexico came to run a large trade deficit and the Bank of Mexico had to sell
its foreign reserves in exchange for pesos in order to maintain the exchange rate. This reduced
the Mexican money supply just as open market sales typically do.

Figure 5: Peso to Dollar Exchange Rate
Mexico / U.S. Foreign Exchange Rate
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Mexico did not have capital controls. It thus had to accept contractionary monetary policy
due to the Trilemna, resulting in higher interest rates.
Figure 6: Mexican Interbank Overnight Interest Rates
Immediate Rates: Less than 24 Hours: Call Money/Interbank Rate for Mexico©
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It is hard to say why the Bank of Mexico’s reserves ran out. It may have been inevitable
given the peso’s overvaluation. Internal strife may have sped it along. But by December 1994,
the reserves were exhausted and it was necessary to devalue the currency, initially by about
15%.
This devaluation had the effects on Mexican firms discussed earlier in these notes. It also
caused a pair of other problems. First, concerned about additional devaluations, capital fled
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the country as agents sought to convert peso denominated assets into foreign (often dollar)
denominated assets. This made the currency peg still more unstable. Second, the Mexican
government had earlier issued a substantial amount of government debt that promised repayment in dollars instead of pesos. The currency re-valuation thus increased the Mexican
government’s debt burden. In addition, the emerging Mexican recession further strained the
fiscal situation.
In early 1995, Mexico neared a sovereign debt crisis. The United States provided $40 billion
in loans (that would be paid back) as part of the bailout. Preventing a worse recession in Mexico
was judged to be in the United States’s self-interest as it would reduce Mexican purchases of
U.S. goods and increase illegal immigration. In 2004, the The Economist summarized the
aftermath.5
The crisis was worst in the financial sector. Stacks of bad, even fraudulent, loans by
the recently privatised banks were exposed. Many banks went bust. Thousands of
Mexicans, particularly in the new middle class, defaulted on loans as interest rates
rocketed, and had their homes repossessed. In 1995 GDP shrank by 6.2
But Mexico had an ace up its sleeve: the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA), which had come into effect on January 1st 1994. President Bill Clinton
reasoned that Mexico, then America’s third-largest trading partner, must be helped
because of its importance to American jobs and investment. His administration
arranged a $40-billion standby loanin the words of Robert Rubin, then the treasury
secretary, not so much for the sake of Mexico, despite our special relationship, but
to protect ourselves. In this section
Largely thanks to NAFTA, the Mexican economy managed to grow by 5-6% in each
of the three years to 1998. But the scars remain. Real wages fell by about 20% in
the wake of the crisis, and they have only just recovered their old level. The stock
market did not regain its 1994 value in dollar terms until early 2004, although it
went on to enjoy a bumper year, rising by 47%.
After the peso crisis, Mexico switched its monetary policy by allowing the peso to float. Note
from Figure 5 that it has both further depreciated in nominal terms, and that the exchange
rate is much more volatile under a float.
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